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Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient 

environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® 

and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport 

and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a $12 billion 

global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results.

Emergencies If your air compressor goes down unexpectedly, Ingersoll Rand can help get your facility  

operational while the issues with your current system are addressed. Our rental compressors  can help minimize  

or even avoid the costs and setbacks connected with unscheduled repairs.

Planned Maintenance If you are planning maintenance on your current system, or if you are installing  

new equipment, a temporary compressed air solution can keep you operational.

Budget Delays Capital equipment budgets continue to shrink. A rental from Ingersoll Rand can allow for  

funds from your operating budget to accomplish the same objective, giving you the ability to continue your  

business operations while you take the time to find the best permanent solution.

Seasonal Demand Special circumstances may require additional demand beyond your facility’s existing  

compressed air capacity. Temporary supplemental equipment can cost-effectively fulfill these requirements.
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Compressed Air

Rental 
Services

RENT WITH CONFIDENCE

3 Oil-Free and contact-cooled air compressors 

3 Refrigerated and desiccant dryers 

3 Short- and long-term rentals

Ingersoll Rand offers a wide range of air compressors and air treatment equipment 

for rent. Our service is designed to keep your production and critical processes up 

and running at any time, under any circumstances.

3 Fast, knowledgeable service 

3 Highest reliability 

3 Easy installation

Air Treatment Equipment
Our rental dryers deliver air with a low dew 
point to prevent unwanted moisture from 
getting into your system. Their rugged design 
make them suitable for any application.  

Rental-Ready Air Compressors 

Rental compressors are designed for use 
in outdoor environments. The units are 
skid-mounted to ensure quick and easy 
installation.


